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ACQUIRE ENHANCE MANAGE
Relevate® is the leading marketing information services provider, 
offering a comprehensive range of marketing intelligence and digitally 
driven solutions. We build, manage and analyze data in order to provide 
behavioral targeting and data-driven solutions to customers of all sizes 
and across all industries.

Whether you need new customers, need to append data to your customer 
file, clean up or enrich your data, or learn more about your clients and 
prospects, we can help.

Here’s how the Relevate PCOA service works to 
ensure the most deliverable mail files:

1. Files are run through 48-month NCOALink® 
processing. 

2. Address hygiene is performed using data collected 
on over 370 million individuals with over 1.7 billion 
addresses. This data has been collected over a 
10-year period and provides an additional check of 
address hygiene. 

3. Files are run through a second 48-month 
NCOALink® process. 

4. Files are run through the PCOA process, capturing 
additional moves. This list is not constrained by 
postal limitations (48-month rolling COA window, 
and conservative matching logic).

5. PCOA Plus provides all of the following services—
it’s much more than a simple address update process:

 

° Name Parsing

° CASS

° NCOA

° Occupancy Correction

° Enhanced NCOA

° PCOA

° PID (Persistent ID)

° Date of Birth

° Date of Death

PCOA reporting includes a complete Data Assessment, 
including examples showing how the multi-step process 
identifies and captures additional moves.

When should you use PCOA? PCOA can be run every 
time you do data hygiene. If your budget is limited, 
you may choose to run PCOA only on lapsed donor or 
customer records.

Customers who have added PCOA to their address 
hygiene processing have been able to track moves on an 
additional 5% to over 15% of customer or donor records.

A data hygiene tool that can help you identify and update 
additional moves, so you retain more customers

On average, only 65% of moves are reported to the US Postal Service each year. For marketers and 
fundraisers trying to keep track of current customers and donors, that means that even with regular 
data hygiene processing you may experience a 35% attrition rate. Adding PCOA processing to your 
data hygiene schedule can provide a significant return on investment, as you will be able to retain 
current customers.
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